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Abstract We develop a semiautomated method for estimating with second seismic moments the
directivity, rupture area, duration, and centroid velocity of earthquakes. The method is applied to 41
southern California earthquakes with magnitude in the range 3.5–5.2 and provides stable results for 28
events. Apparent source time functions (ASTFs) of P and S phases are derived using deconvolution with
three stacked empirical Green's functions (seGf). The use of seGf suppresses nongeneric source effects,
improves the focal mechanism correspondence to the analyzed earthquakes, and typically allows inclusion
of 5 to 15 more ASTFs compared with analysis using a single eGf. Most analyzed earthquakes in the
Trifurcation area of the San Jacinto Fault have directivities toward the northwest, while events around Cajon
Pass and San Gabriel Mountain tend to propagate toward the southeast. These results are generally
consistent with predictions for dynamic rupture on bimaterial interfaces associated with the imaged velocity
contrasts in the area. The secondmoment inversions also provide constraints on the upper and lower bounds
of rupture areas in our data set. Stress drops and uncertainties are estimated for elliptical ruptures using
the derived characteristic rupture length and width. The semiautomated second moment method with seGfs
can be used for routine application to moderate earthquakes in locations with good station coverage.

1. Introduction

Earthquake catalogs typically represent seismic events as point sources with location, time, magnitude, and
focal mechanism (e.g., Hauksson et al., 2012; White et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2012). The “cut and paste” tech-
nique was developed to estimate the centroid location, time, and focal mechanism using broadband regional
seismograms (e.g., Zhao & Helmberger, 1994; Zhu & Ben‐Zion, 2013; Zhu & Helmberger, 1996). The cen-
troid location and time are spatial and temporal means (first degree moment) of the earthquakemoment rate
function and are routinely cataloged from both regional and global seismic networks. Second‐degree seismic
moments (variances) of the moment rate function provide the simplest representation of source finiteness
that includes rupture extent, duration and directivity (e.g. Backus, 1977a, 1977b; Backus & Mulcahy,
1976a, 1976b; McGuire, 2004; McGuire, 2017). Descriptions of source finiteness, however, are not yet
included in standard catalogs due to a lack of techniques for estimating the second seismic moments with
little user involvement.

Observed seismograms are generated by convolution of instrument response, seismic wave propagation
effects, and earthquake source terms. To estimate source properties such as directivity and rupture size,
the path and instrument effects should be removed from the data. This is often done by deconvolving seis-
mograms of the analyzed (target) earthquake with an empirical Green's function (eGf) given by seismograms
of suitable small collocated events (e.g. Hartzell, 1978; Hough & Dreger, 1995; Hutchings & Wu, 1990;
Mueller, 1985; Ross & Ben‐Zion, 2016). Although eGfs can effectively account for the path and site effects,
it is difficult to find a good eGf with collocated hypocenters and almost identical focal mechanisms (FMs)
as the target earthquakes. The differences in the FMs between the target event and eGf can corrupt the
ASTFs for stations in various directions, producing poor station coverage and biased estimation of source
proprieties. In addition, Calderoni et al. (2012), Calderoni et al. (2015) showed that if the eGf events have
directivity effects in the frequency band of interest, this can result in apparent directivity of the target event.
Ross and Ben‐Zion (2013) demonstrated with synthetic calculations that small isotropic source terms can
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produce errors in derivations of FMs constrained to be pure double‐couples. Therefore, using a single eGf
may bias the results if the eGf has nongeneric source effects such as directivity or a tensile component. In
this paper, we develop a semiautomated technique for estimating second‐degree seismic moments using a
weighted stack of eGfs to improve the FM and suppress nongeneric source effects. The method is applied
to derive source properties of small to moderate earthquakes in southern California.

Theoretical and numerical simulation results indicate that ruptures on a bimaterial fault may have a statis-
tically preferred propagation direction related to the velocity contrast across the fault (e.g., Andrews & Ben‐
Zion, 1997; Ben‐Zion & Huang, 2002; Di Bartolomeo et al., 2010; Ranjith & Rice, 2001; Weertman, 1980).
Simulations of bimaterial ruptures on an interface governed by slip‐weakening friction produced bilateral
ruptures for various cases (e.g., Andrews & Harris, 2005; Harris & Day, 1997). However, large parameter‐
space studies with slip‐weakening friction (e.g., Brietzke et al., 2009; Shi & Ben‐Zion, 2006), slip‐ and
velocity‐dependent friction (Ampuero & Ben‐Zion, 2008) and rate‐state friction (Erickson & Day, 2016)
showed that bimaterial ruptures tend to have preferred directivity for wide ranges of conditions. Recent
high‐resolution laboratory experiments of bimaterial ruptures have led to the same conclusion (Shlomai &
Fineberg, 2016).

Since directivity in large earthquakes can significantly amplify the groundmotion and causemore damage at
sites in the forward direction, it is important to test the proposed connection between velocity contrast across
faults and rupture directivity with in situ data. Several observational analyses of earthquakes directivities
using source spectra and amplitudes of seismograms in different directions provided evidence for preferred
rupture directions that are consistent with expectations associated with the local velocity contrasts (e.g.,
Calderoni et al., 2015; Kane et al., 2013; Kurzon et al., 2014; Lengliné & Got, 2011; Ross & Ben‐Zion,
2016; Wang et al., 2014; Wang & Rubin, 2011). Similar inferences were made based on less direct observa-
tions associated with along‐strike asymmetry of aftershocks (e.g., Lengliné & Ampuero, 2015; Rubin &
Gillard, 2000; Zaliapin & Ben‐Zion, 2011) and across‐fault damage asymmetry (e.g., Dor et al., 2006, 2008;
Lewis et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2011; Share, Allam, et al., 2019). Opposite propagation directions of eight
earthquakes along the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault, with events around Middle Mountain
including the 1934 and 1966 M 6 earthquakes propagating to the southeast and events around Gold Hill
including the 2004 M 6 earthquake propagating to the northwest, led Harris and Day (2005) to argue that
bimaterial faults do not affect rupture directions. However, detailed tomographic imaging indicate a clear
reversal of the velocity contrast between these different fault sections (Eberhart‐Phillips & Michael, 1993;
Thurber et al., 2006). This and additional studies at Parkfield with larger data sets (e.g., Kane et al., 2013;
Lengliné & Got, 2011) imply consistency between the observed opposite rupture directions and expectations
for bimaterial ruptures.

It is important to continue to test with improved methods and data whether earthquakes have directivities
that correlate with velocity contrasts across faults. In the present paper we develop a semiautomated analysis
procedure to estimate rupture directivities and related finite fault attributes based on second seismic
moments of small to moderate earthquakes. Compared with conventional methods that measure source
spectra and corner frequencies (e.g., Abercrombie, 2015; Baltay et al., 2010; Goebel et al., 2015; Houston &
Kanamori, 1986; Prieto et al., 2004; Shearer et al., 2006; Uchide et al., 2014), the second seismic moments
method directly resolves simple finite source properties, including rupture length, width, source duration,
centroid rupture velocity, and directivity, without assuming a rupture model. The semiautomated method
is applied to data recorded by stations of Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) for 41 earthquakes
in the magnitude range 3.5–5.2 and provides stable results on estimate rupture velocities and directivities
for 28 events. The remaining 13 target earthquakes are not resolvable due to insufficient station coverage.
Corresponding stress drop estimates for the 28 events (including upper and lower bounds) are determined
using various constraints on the rupture dimensions obtained by the second moment inversions.

2. Data

The employed data are associated with a set of 41 well‐recorded target earthquakes observed by seismic sta-
tions from several networks, including the Anza network (AZ) (Vernon, 1982), the Plate Boundary
Observatory Borehole network (PB), the Southern California Seismic network (CI) (Southern California
Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC), 2013), and the University of California, Santa Barbara Engineering
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Seismology Network (SB) (Table 1; Figure 1). Most of these events occurred near the San Jacinto Fault Zone
(SJFZ), the Elsinore Fault Zone (EFZ) or the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ) (Hart et al., 1989), and
they have predominantly right lateral strike‐slip FMs. For each target earthquake, tentative eGf candidates
are selected from the relocated catalog of Hauksson et al. (2012; extended to later years) with magnitudes 1.5
to 2.5 units smaller than the target event and hypocentral separation of no more than 5 km from the target
event. The details of how the eGf candidates are qualified and processed are documented in the next section.

For the analyzed target and eGf events, we only use broadband and strong motion records (HH and HN
channels) with sampling rates of 100 Hz and higher. HN channels are integrated in the frequency domain
from accelerations to velocities. A bandpass filtering with corner frequencies at 0.5 and 20 Hz is then per-
formed on the waveforms to suppress the noise associated with ocean tides, wind, and various other natural
and anthropogenic noise sources (e.g. Hillers et al., 2013; Inbal et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2019; Meng & Ben‐

Table 1
Target Events Analyzed in This Study

No. Date Event ID Latitude Longitude Depth (km) M Strike Dip Rake

1 2016‐06‐10 37374687 33.44031 −116.43520 12.433 5.19 303 66 179
2 2014‐03‐29 15481673 33.90461 −117.95333 6.005 5.10 130 55 165
3 2010‐06‐13 10701405 33.39017 −116.39906 7.856 4.90 331 83 −178
4 2013‐01‐11 15296281 33.50576 −116.45860 9.954 4.70 315 76 −167
5 2014‐07‐05 15520985 34.27669 −117.02524 7.972 4.58 306 72 −179
6 2018‐05‐08 38167848 34.02100 −116.78521 13.535 4.49 277 58 132
7 2012‐08‐08 15189073 33.91105 −117.78970 9.532 4.46 130 86 −174
8 2012‐08‐08 15189281 33.91018 −117.78671 9.318 4.45 121 71 180
9 2018‐08‐15 38245496 33.49083 −116.78945 4.114 4.43 344 90 171
10 2014‐01‐15 11413954 34.14743 −117.44549 3.864 4.43 303 63 178
11 2018‐08‐29 38038071 34.12779 −117.78223 4.717 4.41 315 74 −162
12 2015‐12‐30 37507576 34.19584 −117.41829 8.490 4.40 308 81 178
13 2016‐01‐6 37510616 33.97150 −116.88264 15.995 4.39 307 54 140
14 2010‐01‐16 10530013 33.94010 −117.01966 15.099 4.28 327 84 178
15 2010‐01‐12 14571828 33.97229 −116.87233 9.069 4.27 345 66 171
16 2008‐05‐01 10321561 33.44600 −116.43665 8.615 4.19 316 65 168
17 2014‐03‐29 15483001 33.95630 −117.89722 6.615 4.14 114 63 −168
18 2011‐09‐14 11006189 33.96212 −117.06751 16.492 4.14 333 57 −172
19 2008‐10‐02 14396336 34.09154 −116.97180 14.984 4.14 98 44 96
20 2012‐08‐29 15207433 33.90630 −117.79178 9.016 4.13 128 71 −178
21 2008‐11‐17 14403732 33.50959 −116.84798 11.557 4.11 314 87 −164
22 2010‐02‐13 10541957 34.01192 −117.18447 8.832 4.10 174 59 −143
23 2008‐05‐09 14367532 33.44844 −116.44030 7.848 4.06 314 78 175
24 2015‐09‐16 37243591 34.13885 −116.85416 11.858 4.00 304 57 −157
25 2012‐06‐14 15164105 33.91156 −117.78737 9.694 3.99 130 72 179
26 2008‐06‐23 14376612 34.05278 −117.24309 15.231 3.99 339 63 −177
27 2009‐04‐24 10399889 33.90450 −117.79791 0.004 3.98 114 76 172
28 2018‐01‐25 38092312 33.74950 −117.50117 10.711 3.97 273 43 106
29 2018‐04‐26 37924223 33.38645 −116.29694 11.293 3.94 288 80 169
30 2016‐12‐28 37772688 34.15459 −116.70373 12.700 3.92 137 89 −175
31 2012‐10‐28 15237073 33.70513 −116.80654 16.852 3.87 297 38 138
32 2018‐04‐23 37920791 33.92635 −116.31881 9.570 3.87 333 75 176
33 2016‐02‐16 37524376 34.29963 −116.86221 5.522 3.87 303 75 −178
34 2009‐04‐16 14444832 33.25538 −116.41990 3.221 3.86 318 72 171
35 2014‐05‐19 15503377 34.25475 −116.82586 8.448 3.84 317 84 179
36 2012‐04‐28 15141521 34.24089 −117.43179 12.971 3.82 283 43 102
37 2015‐07‐25 37213455 34.09732 −117.44811 4.849 3.81 308 77 175
38 2013‐09‐20 11366994 33.35229 −116.39017 12.175 3.80 334 76 179
39 2008‐07‐29 14384052 33.94852 −117.81039 13.900 3.80 125 56 163
40 2011‐05‐27 14992276 34.22025 −117.05263 0.728 3.80 286 81 −166
41 2014‐08‐15 15538561 34.29708 −116.44877 10.351 3.80 345 83 −177
42 2016‐06‐10 37377079 33.46393 −116.41829 10.404 3.46 172 68 −154

Note. Dates are formatted as year‐month‐day.
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Zion, 2018). We primarily use the transverse component to get relatively clean SHwave data and the vertical
component to get Pwave data. The deconvolution results of SHwave data in general have significantly better
performance in waveform fitting than either the P or SVwaves. To improve the computational efficiency, we
exclude records with low signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) and clipped waveforms detected by the technique of
Yang and Ben‐Zion (2010). Broadband records are preferred when both HH and HN channels are
available and not clipped.

3. Methods
3.1. Mathematical Representation of the Second Seismic Moments

Following McGuire (2004, 2017), we make the simplifying assumption that the spatial variations in moment
rate of an earthquake can be described as:

M ̇ r; tð Þ ¼ M _f r; tð Þ;

∫_f r; tð ÞdVdt ¼ 1;

(1)

whereM is the seismic moment tensor,M ˙ r; tð Þ is the moment rate function, and _f r; tð Þ is a normalized scalar
function (integrated to unity) that describes the spatial and temporal distribution of moment release along
the fault. Integrating _f r; tð Þ over the entire source volume gives the normalized source time function (STF).

The first seismic moments of an earthquake are the centroid location r0 and time t0 representing the spatio-
temporal means of its moment release

r0 ¼ ∬ _f r; tð ÞrdVdt;

t0 ¼ ∬ _f r; tð ÞtdVdt:

(2)

The second seismic moments are mathematical representations to capture the overall kinematic properties
of a rupture that are well constrained by the far‐field seismic waveforms. The secondmoments are defined as

Figure 1. Amap of the Southern California plate boundary region. SCSN and ANZA seismic stations used in this study are
denoted by black triangles. The analyzed events are indicated by red circles with associated beach balls showing focal
mechanisms, magnitudes (size), and focal depth (colors). Example stations IDO and RVR are denoted by blue triangles.
Example events used to illustrate results are highlighted by bold beach balls and texts.
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the second‐order space and timemoments of the normalizedmoment‐rate
distribution function (Backus, 1977a, 1977b):

bμ 2;0ð Þ ¼ ∬ _f r; tð Þ r−r0ð ÞT r−r0ð ÞdVdt;

bμ 0;2ð Þ ¼ ∬_f r; tð Þ t−t0ð Þ t−t0ð ÞdVdt;

bμ 1;1ð Þ ¼ ∬_f r; tð Þ r−r0ð Þ t−t0ð ÞdVdt;

(3)

where r0 and t0 are column vectors representing the centroid location and
time defined in equation (2). The hat signs in equation (3) indicate that
these second moments are central moments taken about the centroid.
The integrals are taken over the entire source volume and earthquake
duration (McGuire et al., 2001; Backus, 1977a, 1977b). The second spatial
moment bμ 2;0ð Þ is a 3 by 3 symmetric tensor (six unique elements) asso-
ciated with the rupture extent; the temporal moment bμ 0;2ð Þ is a scalar
(one unique element) associated with rupture duration; and the mixed
moment bμ 1;1ð Þ is a column vector (three unique elements) associated with
rupture propagation (McGuire, 2004, 2017).

The characteristic rupture dimension xc bnð Þ, characteristic rupture dura-
tion τc, and centroid rupture velocity v0 are defined as

xc bnð Þ ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffibnT

p bμ 2;0ð Þbn;
τc ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffibμ 0;2ð Þ
q

;

v0 ¼
bμ 1;1ð Þ

bμ 0;2ð Þ;

(4)

where xc bnð Þ is the spatial extent of the rupture in the directionbn. The char-
acteristic rupture length Lc ¼ max xc bnð Þð Þ is the largest eigenvalue of the
special moment and the characteristic rupture widthWc is the second lar-

gest eigenvalue. The directivity ratio 0 ≤ dir ≤ 1ð Þ is defined as

vc ¼ Lc
τc
;

dir ¼ v0j j
vc

;

(5)

whereVc is the characteristic velocity. For a perfect symmetric bilateral rupture dir ¼ 0, while for a uniform
unilateral rupture dir ¼ 1.

3.2. Qualifying eGf Candidates

The approach of McGuire (2004, 2017) requires heavy user involvement. Here we develop a semiautomated
technique which automates most of the steps. The methodology is summarized in a flowchart diagram
(Figure 2) and illustrated using seismic data from a 2014 Mw 4.58 target event (earthquake No. 5 in
Table 1 and shown in Figure 1).

As mentioned, for each target event we select eGf candidates with magnitudes 1.5 to 2.5 smaller than that of
the target and hypocentral separations of no more than 5 km. The selection of eGf candidates is usually lim-
ited to foreshocks and aftershocks occurring 1 month before and after the target earthquake (McGuire,
2004). However, here this is done using the relocated catalog of Hauksson et al. (2012, extended to later
years) for the period 2009 to 2018 to maximize the number of eGf candidates. We use data recorded by seis-
mic stations at hypocentral distances less than 120 km to avoid the noisier records from stations at larger dis-
tances. We average the community velocity model for Southern California (CVM‐S4.26; Lee et al., 2014) to a
1‐D velocity model and use this to estimate the P and S arrivals. These estimates are improved bymaximizing

Figure 2. A flow diagram summarizing the main steps of the semiauto-
mated method.
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the SNR on each zero crossing of waveforms within the ±1 s window around the theoretical arrival (Li &
Peng, 2016). The SNR is estimated using a ratio of two 1 s moving averages after and before the improved
P/S arrival estimate, and eGf waveforms with SNR ≤ 5 are discarded.

In the next step, we evaluate the quality of eGf candidates using cross‐correlation and deconvolution. We
first band‐pass filter the T component raw waveforms from 0.5 to 2 Hz and cut 10 s long S phases (2 s before
and 8 s after the improved arrival estimate) to compute the maximal cross‐correlation coefficients (CCs) of
the target earthquake and its eGf candidates (Figure S1a in the supporting information). These waveforms
are only employed for computing CCs, not for deconvolution. We then estimate the quality of the eGf can-
didates by their average CCs and the numbers of available records (Figure S1b). To promote computing effi-
ciency, we only perform the time‐consuming deconvolution analysis for no more than 10 eGf candidates
with the highest average CC's. Figure S1c shows the cross‐correlation coefficient functions of the S phases
of the target and one eGf (SCSN event ID: 15521073) at stations IDO and RVR. The pulses around the max-
imumCCs are similar to the ASTFs computed from the waveform deconvolution of the target earthquake by
its eGf, since the phase terms of the deconvolution and cross correlation are identical. Therefore, the CCs are
higher at stations with ASTFs of a single pulse, which are more likely to be in the rupture propagation direc-
tion. For the 2014 Mw 4.58 target event, the CCs are generally higher at stations in the azimuth range 16–
145°, indicating a possible directivity toward the southeast. This is substantiated by further analyses in
section 3.3.

In the calculation of the deconvolution, the window lengths for the P and S phases are 256 and 512 samples
with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The qualities of the eGf candidates are finalized using the projected
Landweber deconvolution (PLD) algorithm (Bertero et al., 1997; Lanza et al., 1999), which performs the
deconvolution with moment release restricted to a series of increasing‐length time intervals and analyzes
the misfit as a function of the interval length. Example of the PLD processing step is shown by Figure 3 with
the SH phase of the 2014 Mw 4.58 event and its best performing single eGf at station RVR (Figure 1). The
deconvolved ASTF is estimated using PLD with nonnegative and limited duration constraints. The normal-
ized misfit (Figure 3c), calculated as the L2 norm of the difference of the observed and fitted SH waves nor-
malized by the L2 norm of the observed SH, decreases monotonically as longer permissible time intervals
allowmoment release to occur. The optimized duration of the ASTF is picked at the interval where the misfit
is small enough and the tradeoff curve is relatively flat. The flat stage indicates a relative stable ASTF esti-
mate that is not significantly affected by a small perturbation in the permitted duration. The selection of
duration is automated by selecting the smallest duration with normalized misfit ≤0.3 and its time derivative
at local maxima (close to zero). The optimized ASTF with respect to the duration picked in Figure 3c is
shown in Figure 3d.

The deconvolution is sensitive to the accuracy of the onsets of phases especially for eGfs. We therefore per-
form a grid search on the zero‐crossings of the target and eGf waveforms within a short time window (i.e.,
±0.5 s) around the improved P/S picks and run PLD for each pair of zero crossings. The P/S picks are then
further refined to the zero crossings with the best fit of the target waveform. The performances of eGf can-
didates are determined from high to low by the total number of stations with acceptable waveform fits in the
deconvolution. This step of evaluating each eGf is relatively time‐consuming and takes most of the comput-
ing time, because of the grid search and the time domain deconvolution, but it is automated in our
analysis procedure.

3.3. Weighted Stack of eGfs

To ensure good station coverage, and to stabilize the second seismic moment inversion for target earth-
quakes, the measurements of apparent durations are needed at as many stations as possible. A better
represented eGf is therefore required and obtained in this study by stacking several eGf candidates with
the best‐performing eGf. Recent observational studies demonstrated that directivity and tensile components
of faulting may be common features of small events (e.g., Calderoni et al., 2015; Kane et al., 2013; Kurzon
et al., 2014; Ross & Ben‐Zion, 2013). If such features are present in the eGf, this would bias the results derived
for the target events. Stacking several eGfs can suppress such effects, reduce the background noise, and pro-
duce a more generic average eGf if there are variations. A noise‐free eGf with a double couple source
mechanism is a linear combination of five independent Green's function components. The combination
coefficients depend on the strike, dip and rake of the rupture. Therefore, a linear combination of five
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collocated and well‐aligned eGfs with independent FMs of similar sizes can recover an eGf with any FM. To
reduce the computational complexity, we stack the best performing eGfs with only two additional eGfs with
good performance in the deconvolution.

After we find three best qualified eGfs for the target event, that is, 2014 Mw 4.58 earthquake, we normalize
the eGfs individually by the seismic potency calculated from the quadratic potency‐magnitude scaling rela-
tion of Ben‐Zion and Zhu (2002). The waveforms of these eGfs are sufficiently similar to be aligned using
cross‐correlation at most stations. Figure 4 shows the SH phases of the target, three aligned and normalized
eGfs, associated grid search of the stacking weights and corresponding deconvolution results (Figures 4c and
4f) of the 2014Mw 4.58 target event at station RVR and IDO. The eGfs are aligned by cross‐correlations and
the refined arrivals of S waves are denoted by blue circles. The amplitude differences at various wiggles are
likely primarily because of FM differences. We perform a grid‐search to determine the weights of eGfs 2 and
3 with a 0.1 spacing in the range from −3 to 3. The weight of the best performing eGf 1 is fixed as 1 without
losing generality. The duration of ASTF is fixed as the duration picked in the PLD for the grid search for the
best‐performing eGf 1, and that value is used in the PLD to calculate the misfit to the observed waveforms for
each pair of weights. The white cross at the local minimum of Figure 4b denotes the best pair of weights for
the stacking coefficients. Figure 4c shows the weighted stacked eGfs with the selected pair of weights, the
resulting ASTFs, and waveform fits. We limit the stack to three eGfs to achieve improved performance
but retain computation efficiency. Stacking more than three eGfs will dramatically increase the search

Figure 3. An example of PLD for theMw 4.58, 2014 at station RVR. (a) The S phase and its fit in the transverse component.
(b) The S phase of the eGf in the transverse component. (c) The black curve shows the normalized misfit and the gray
curve shows its time derivative with different durations of the ASTF. The red circles denote the selected duration for the
deconvolution. (d) The deconvolved ASTF.
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Figure 4. Weighted stack of eGfs at example stations IDO and RVR in Figure 1 for theMw 4.58, 2014 target earthquake. All waveforms are S phases in the transverse
component. (a) Waveforms of the target events and three best performing eGfs recorded by station IDO. The eGf 1 is the best performing eGf and its weight is fixed
as 1. (b) Grid search for stacking weights for eGfs 2 and 3. The white crosses denote the best pair of weight for station IDO. The color displays the normalized
misfit in the PLD with the waveforms of the target event and stacked eGf. (c) (i) Waveforms of best performing eGf and weighted stacked eGf, (ii) ASTFs, (iii)
waveform of the target event and its fit using the weighted stacked eGf and best single eGf at station IDO. (d)–(f) Similar to (a)–(c) but for station RVR. The blue
circles in (a) and (c) indicate the refined arrivals of S phases.
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complexity but could be implemented with longer computing time. Corresponding results at another
example station IDO are shown in Figures 4d–4f. The best pairs of weights are different at various stations
indicating the aleatory variability of the measurements. The ASTFs in Figures 4c and 4f are significantly
different because station RVR and IDO are at different directions to the rupture propagation direction and
have different directivity effects.

The misfits as functions of weights of eGf 2 and 3 (Figures 4b and 4e) are stacked and averaged iteratively to
find the best pair of weights for all stations. In the first iteration, we stack and average the misfits for all sta-
tions to obtain a pair of weights with least misfit. Stations with misfit >0.3 for the selected weights are dis-
carded. In the following iterations, we stack and average the misfits for the remaining stations and find a
new pair of weights with least misfit. We repeat this process until no more stations are excluded. The itera-
tive process is stable and usually converges in three iterations. Figure 5 presents the final averagedmisfit pat-
terns for the 2014 Mw 4.58 and the 2013 Mw 4.70 events with the selected weights denoted by the white
crosses. The average misfit is significantly smaller using the weighted stacked eGf compared with a
single eGf.

The characteristic durations, ASTFs, and normalized misfits for the 2014Mw 4.58 event at different stations
are presented in Figures 6a–6c. The ASTFs (Figure 6b) show systematic variations with the back azimuth
that indicate a significant directivity to the SE. We also note that there are two clear pulses in the ASTFs
for the approximate azimuth range 225–320°, suggesting the existence of two major subevents. Figure 6c
shows the normalized misfit before and after using the weighted stack. The stacked eGf results in 36
accepted measurements for this target event and gives strong azimuthal and take‐off angle coverage for
the second moment inversion. The employed weighted stack technique results in a larger number of
accepted measurements compared with using a single eGf (26 measurements in this case), which improves
the stability of the results. Figures 7a–7c show corresponding results for a 2013 Mw 4.70 earthquake on the
San Jacinto fault zone. The ASTFs for this event indicate moderate directivity to the NW and again suggest
(ASTFs in the approximate azimuth range 69–225°) the existence of two main subevents. These inferences
for the 2013 Mw 4.70 are consistent with earlier results of Ross and Ben‐Zion (2016) and McGuire (2017).
Figure S2 presents the waveforms and data fit of these two example target events. The good waveform fits
indicate the high quality of weighted stacked eGfs and good ASTF estimates. Figure S3 illustrates the char-
acteristic durations, ASTFs, and normalized misfits of the 2016Mw 5.19 earthquake in the Trifurcation area,
which shows a strong directivity toward the northwest. This is consistent with previous results of Ross and
Ben‐Zion (2016) and Ross et al. (2017). Figures S4 and S5 present additional results for the 2009,M 3.86 and
2016, M 3.46 earthquakes.

Figure 5. Averagedmisfit distribution for different pairs of weights for all used stations in analyses of (a) the 2014Mw 4.58
and (b) the 2013 Mw 4.70 target events. The bold white crosses denote the pair of weights with the best waveform fit.
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3.4. Inversion Scheme for Second Moments

The second moments are related to the azimuthal variations in the duration of ASTFs at a given station as

bμ 0;2ð Þ sð Þ ¼ bμ 0;2ð Þ
−2s ·bμ 1;1ð Þ þ s ·bμ 2;0ð Þ s;

τc sð Þ ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffibμ 0;2ð Þ

q
sð Þ;

(6)

wherebμ 0;2ð Þ sð Þ is the apparent temporal moment measured at each station, s is the slowness of P or S phase in
the source region, and τc sð Þ is the apparent characteristic duration (McGuire, 2004, 2017). The slowness
vectors can be easily obtained with the 1‐D ray tracing technique. Employing the FM of the target earth-
quake, bμ 2;0ð Þ becomes a 2 by 2 symmetric tensor (three unique elements); bμ 0;2ð Þ is a scalar (one unique ele-
ment); and bμ 1;1ð Þ becomes a column vector (two unique elements) by projecting equation (6) onto the 2‐D
fault plane. The number of unknown parameters can therefore be reduced from 10 to 6. Ignoring the fault
perpendicular direction, equation (6) can be rewritten as

bμ 0;2ð Þ sð Þ ¼ s21 2s1s2 s22 −2s1 −2s2 1
� �

·x

x ¼ bμ 2;0ð Þ
11 bμ 2;0ð Þ

12
bμ 2;0ð Þ
22

bμ 1;1ð Þ
1 bμ 1;1ð Þ

2 bμ 0;2ð Þ
� �T (7)

Figure 6. (a) Characteristic durations, (b) ASTFs, and (c) normalized misfits for best performing and weighted stacked
eGfs for the 2014 Mw 4.6 event. P and S phases are in the vertical and transverse directions, respectively. Texts give sta-
tion names and corresponding back azimuths for all stations.
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where s1 (along strike) and s2 (along dip) are parallel to the fault plane. With observed durations of ASTFs at
various stations, one can build a linear system for inversion

b ¼ Ax; (8)

where b is a column vector consisting of apparent durations bμ 0;2ð Þ sð Þ and A is the matrix associated with the
slowness components in equation (7). Equations (7) and (8) are subject to

bμ 0;2ð Þbμ 1;1ð ÞT

bμ 1;1ð Þbμ 2;0ð Þ

2
4

3
5≥0; (9)

which enforces the physical constraint of a nonnegative source volume. The problem is solved through con-
vex optimization (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004; Grant & Boyd, 2008, 2014; Vandenberghe & Boyd, 1996) as

Figure 7. (a) Characteristic durations, (b) ASTFs, and (c) normalizedmisfits for best performing eGf andweighted stacked
eGf for the 2013Mw 4.70 event. P and S phases are in the vertical and transverse directions, respectively. Texts give station
names and corresponding back azimuths for all stations.
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min‖b−A ·xk2

subject to
bμ 0;2ð Þbμ 1;1ð ÞT

bμ 1;1ð Þbμ 2;0ð Þ

2
64

3
75≥0;

andbμ 0;2ð Þ≤2max bð Þ:

(10)

In practice, the least squares objective function is implemented using Schur complements (McGuire, 2017).
In addition to the physical constraint, we require the second temporal moment to be less than twice the lar-
gest measurement ofbμ 0;2ð Þ sð Þ, which should be satisfied with a good station coverage (without significant azi-
muthal gap and with both up‐going and down‐going rays) of a target earthquake (Fan & McGuire, 2018).

Figure 8 shows the observed and predicted apparent τc sð Þ at all stations and the azimuthal and take‐off angle
distributions of the accepted stations using the weighted stacked eGf method for the target events 2014 Mw

4.58 and the 2013 Mw 4.70. The apparent τc sð Þ shows strong directivity for both of these target events. To
resolve the fault plane ambiguity, we perform the second moment inversion using both possible rupture
planes. The plane with smaller misfit to the observed apparent τc sð Þ values is determined as the actual rup-
ture plane. In Figure 8c, there are no significant azimuthal gaps (>45°) and there are both up‐going (take‐off
angle >90°) and down‐going (take‐off angle <90°) rays. The accepted fault plane for this event is parallel to
both the SJFZ and SAFZ. The arrow toward the southeast (Figure 8c) indicates the rupture propagation

Figure 8. (a, b) Observed and predicted characteristic durations at receivers for the 2014Mw 4.58 earthquake, respectively.
The colored dots and circles denote the apparent durations τc sð Þ of S and P phases. (c) Azimuthal and take‐off angle dis-
tribution of all accepted measurements. The black arrow denotes the horizontal component of the optimal rupture
directivity. Panels (d)–(f) are similar to panels (a)–(c) but for the 2013 Mw 4.70 target event.

Table 2
Second Moment Inversion Results of the 2014 Mw 4.58 Event (ID: 15520985)

eGf type Lc (km) Wc (km) τc (s) v0 (km/s) Directivity ratio Residual per degree of freedom (s) Number of measurements

Single eGf 1.12 0.48 0.37 2.70 0.87 0.0278 26
Stacked eGf 1.12 0.50 0.37 2.73 0.89 0.0223 36
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direction. Table 2 documents the inversion results of the 2014 Mw 4.58 event using both the single eGf and
the weighted stack. The directivity ratio is 0.89 indicating a unilateral rupture. Since we use the weighted
stack instead of a single eGf, here we define the residual per degree of freedom as the L2 norm of the differ-
ences of the observed and the predicted apparent duration divided bym−3, where m is the total number of
measurements used for inversion. The residual per degree of freedom is significantly smaller after using the
weighted stack in Table 2 indicating an improvement of the data fit.

Similar analyses have been applied to all target earthquakes. The arrows in Figure 10 indicate the centroid
rupture velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions. The colors denote the directivity ratios of ana-
lyzed target events.

3.5. Uncertainty Estimate of Rupture Area and Stress Drop

To estimate stress drops, we follow the approach developed by McGuire and Kaneko (2018) to evaluate the
uncertainty in the rupture dimensions. The upper and lower bounds on rupture area (defined as π LcWc)
permissible for a given data set are determined by convex optimization under the constraint that the data
misfit not exceed the 95% confidence interval based on χ2 statistics. The χ2 statistic is defined as

χ2 ¼ ∑
N

i

bi−bbi� �2

σ2i
(11)

where σ2i is the variance of the i‐th measurement. In practice, we assume a constant σ2i for all measurements,
which is calculated from the minimum residual, for example, the misfit for the optimal second moment esti-
mates σ2. In addition, we assume m − 3 degrees of freedom withm being the number of measurements used
for inversion, so the χ2 statistics are χ2

95%;m−3
. With this, we can obtain the maximum permissible misfit

as σ2·χ2
95%;m−3

, which is used to constrain the misfit level when estimating the maximum/minimum rup-
ture area.

Table 3
Results for the Analyzed Event Using Weighted Stacked eGf.

Event ID M Lc (km) Wc (km/s) τc (s) Directivity ratio Stress drop (MPa) Min stress drop (MPa) Max stress drop (MPa)

37374687 5.19 1.77 0.82 0.294 0.846 20.90 3.14 177.87
10701405 4.90 1.16 0.36 0.108 0.504 58.82 10.14 1811.32
15296281 4.70 1.64 0.58 0.244 0.316 8.12 4.00 11.11
15520985 4.58 1.12 0.52 0.366 0.889 9.98 1.21 69.99
38038071 4.41 0.65 0.49 0.171 0.585 4.54 1.46 1362.45
37507576 4.40 0.73 0.32 0.172 0.632 21.75 2.46 82.01
10530013 4.28 0.29 0.19 0.074 0.551 44.83 10.59 ‐

14571828 4.27 0.48 0.13 0.094 0.432 57.02 2.42 870.14
10321561 4.19 0.56 0.14 0.067 0.247 74.84 22.97 235.98
15483001 4.14 0.54 0.17 0.058 0.543 42.66 3.73 572.82
15207433 4.13 0.55 0.17 0.066 0.358 38.73 2.48 276.84
14403732 4.11 0.44 0.18 0.042 0.044 41.89 18.09 331.39
10541957 4.10 0.61 0.14 0.073 0.291 24.62 2.12 187.82
14367532 4.06 0.52 0.11 0.059 0.351 41.65 9.06 ‐

37243591 4.00 0.47 0.13 0.054 0.512 52.91 4.64 1673.90
14376612 3.99 0.38 0.12 0.041 0.561 35.74 6.13 169.65
15164105 3.99 0.42 0.25 0.054 0.645 8.19 1.39 141.49
10399889 3.98 0.43 0.15 0.058 0.584 21.74 1.24 563.28
37924223 3.94 0.37 0.16 0.054 0.467 18.07 4.38 73.23
15237073 3.87 0.18 0.09 0.048 0.499 107.22 10.73 257.84
37524376 3.87 0.38 0.09 0.048 0.231 47.36 2.47 ‐

14444832 3.86 0.28 0.06 0.065 0.315 138.51 7.26 410.03
15503377 3.84 0.25 0.15 0.049 0.149 24.33 1.24 ‐

37213455 3.81 0.24 0.11 0.052 0.185 66.73 7.60 709.86
11366994 3.80 0.26 0.15 0.053 0.313 21.29 5.14 ‐

14992276 3.80 0.28 0.09 0.040 0.231 47.12 3.49 ‐

15538561 3.80 0.23 0.05 0.057 0.356 185.67 20.76 ‐

37377079 3.46 0.15 0.06 0.049 0.380 82.53 9.83 ‐

Note. Maximum stress drop estimation exceeds 104 MPa.
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Estimating the maximum rupture area at a particular confidence level can be formulated as:

maxdetbμ 2;0ð Þ

subject to
bμ 0;2½ � bμ 1;1½ �T

bμ 1;1½ � bμ 2;0½ �

2
64

3
75≥0

and
σ2 ·χ2

95%;m−3
b−A x
h iT

b−A x IN

2
64

3
75≥0

and bμ 0;2½ �≤2max b½ �:

(12)

Solutions of equation (12) set an upper bound on the rupture area π LcWc , and hence a lower bound on
stress drop. The posed problem is convex and can be solved with convex optimization. However, minimizing
detbμ 2;0ð Þ is not a convex problem. We therefore approximate this problem as

Figure 9. Synthetic test results showing the resolution of secondmoment parameters using synthetic ASTFs deconvolved with eGFs having parabolic STFs of finite
duration. The horizontal axis shows the characteristic durations of the parabolic source time functions. Circles in all panels denote the true value of the second
moment parameter. The left (a–d) and right (e–h) panels correspond to unilateral and bilateral cases in Figure S7, respectively. (a) Estimated characteristic rupture
length Lc and with Wc. (b) Estimated characteristic rupture duration τc. (c) North, east, and vertical components of the resolved centroid rupture velocity.
(d) Estimated rupture directivity ratio.
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minL2c þW2
c

subject to
bμ 0;2½ � bμ 1;1½ �T

bμ 1;1½ � bμ 2;0½ �

2
64

3
75≥0

and
σ2 χ2

95%;m−3
b−A x
h iT

b−A x IN

2
64

3
75≥0

andbμ 0;2ð Þ≤2max bð Þ:

(13)

Figure 10. Directives in the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions of the analyzed target events marked in Figure 1. The
arrows show centroid rupture velocities and colors denote directivity ratios.
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Solutions of (13) can roughly estimate the minimum rupture area at a given confidence level (Fan &
McGuire, 2018; McGuire & Kaneko, 2018) and give an upper bound on the stress drop.

The rupture is approximated by an ellipse with an area S ¼ π LcWc (McGuire & Kaneko, 2018). Assuming
the rupture is an elliptical crack in homogeneous elastic medium (Eshelby, 1957), the stress drop is esti-
mated as

Δσ ¼ C Lc;Wc; νð Þ M0

WcS
; (14)

where M0 is seismic moment and C is a constant of order unity that depends on the Poisson's ratio ν of
the medium and aspect ratio of the rupture ellipse. When the aspect ratio LcWc is close to 1 (i.e., <1.2),
C Lc;Wc; νð Þ is singular, so the stress drop is estimated assuming a circular crack by

Δσ ¼ 2:44
M0

πLcWcð Þ3=2
: (15)

To estimate stress drops, we first need to convert the magnitudes to seismic moments. For some target
events, the magnitudes in the catalog (e.g., Hauksson et al., 2012) are local magnitude ML. In such cases,
we convert the ML values to moment magnitude Mw using empirical relation documented in the catalog
change history of SCSN

Mw ¼ 0:853ML þ 0:40125: (16)

Table 3 summarizes stress drop results obtained by our analysis. The optimal stress drop estimates for the
2014Mw 4.58 earthquake is 9.98 MPa and that for the 2013Mw 4.70 earthquake is 8.12 MPa. The correspond-
ing lower and upper bounds are (1.12, 69.99) MPa and (4.00, 11.11) MPa. The excellent station coverage of
these two events produces tight bounds on the estimated values. Ross et al. (2017) estimated stress drop

Figure 11. (a) Stress drops and uncertainties versus event magnitudes. The vertical arrows indicate the upper bound of
stress drops are not well constrained (> 104 MPa). (b) Stress drops versus aspect ratio Lc/Wc. (c) Stress drops versus
focal depths. (d) The ratio of stress drops of elliptical/circular cracks with same rupture length. This ratio increases sig-
nificantly for earthquakes with aspect ratios Lc/Wc > 3.
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for the 2016 Mw 5.19 earthquake using a finite fault model. Their 78.2 MPa stress drop is higher than our
optimal estimate 20.9 MPa, but within in the uncertainty range of our 95% confidence level (3.1, 177.9) MPa.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We describe and implement a semiautomated method employing multiple eGfs for estimating earthquake
source properties from second seismic moments. The method includes automated steps of selecting three
best performing eGfs using cross correlation and PLD, grid search of stacking weights and finally the second
moment inversion. Additional manual corrections are required for some stations (usually a small subset)
where the cross correlation may fail to align the waveforms, as the three best performing eGfs can lose some
coherency. The duration picks may also need further adjustment after obtaining ASTFs (i.e., Figures 6, 7 and
S3–S5) when the ASTF of a station is significantly different from those at nearby stations. The average com-
puting time of the automated steps for one target event on a CPU node with 2 GB memory is ~2 hr.
Additional 15 min on average are needed for user involvement to make corrections to the alignments
and durations.

This method allows analyzing source properties for a set of earthquakes with little user involvement. Such a
technique is necessary for systematic analyses of large data sets. For the southern California data set used in
this paper, we perform secondmoment analyses using weighted stacked eGfs for target events with measure-
ments of ASTFs accepted at 15 or more stations that provide good azimuthal coverage. The horizontal com-
ponent of the rupture directivities is usually well constrained with good azimuthal coverage for strike slip
events (e.g., Figures 8c and 8f). The along‐dip component of the rupture directivity can only be well con-
strained when stations are available directly above the hypocenter because the seismic rays take off almost
horizontally for most other stations. For events with less good station coverage (less than 15 measurements),
we relax our criteria for stations in the azimuthal gaps or right above the hypocenter (i.e., accepting measure-
ments with normalized misfit <0.35 instead of 0.3).

A detailed comparison of results of the 2014Mw 4.58 event using single eGf and stacked eGf is documented
in Table 2. For this event, the weighted stack results in 10 more stations with accepted measurements and
smaller residuals per degree of freedom, which improves the station coverage and data fit. Table 3 shows
the second moment inversion results for the analyzed target events with magnitudes M 3.5 and above.
Smaller events (M < 3.5) are not resolvable because the SNR of eGfs are too low to get stable ASTF estimates
in the PLD. The results in Table 3 show that target events with larger magnitudes generally result in larger
estimates of Lc and τc as expected (Figures S6a and S6b). A similar but weaker trend of the magnitude and
rupture directivity ratio (Figure S6c) may indicate that large earthquakes are more likely to develop strong
rupture directivities in the study area because of the larger rupture area and longer rupture time.

The estimated τc for the target events can be slightly underestimated because the STFs of the eGfs are not an
ideal Dirac delta function. To evaluate this effect on the estimated τc, Lc, centroid velocity, and directivity
ratio, we perform synthetic tests with two representative rupture models. Each model has an elliptical rup-
ture area striking north and dipping vertically with a hypocenter at 10 km depth. Figures S7a and S7b show
the rupture times for a unilateral rupture initiated from the southernmost edge of the ellipse, and for a bilat-
eral rupture initiated at the center, respectively. The rupture propagation velocity is fixed at 3.2 km/s, which
is smaller than the average S wave velocity at this depth based on a 1‐D velocity model averaged from the
community velocity model for Southern California (CVM‐S4.26; Lee et al., 2014). We discretize the elliptical
rupture area into 2 m × 2m cells and assume a uniform slip with a rake angle of 0°. The slip rate for each cell
is a parabolic function with a rise time of 0.1 s. We randomly generate 30 stations on top of the source within
an epicentral distance of 120 km. Figures S7c and S7d show the azimuthal and take‐off angle coverage of the
stations. To guarantee good coverage, there are both up‐going (take‐off angle >90°) and down‐going rays
(take‐off angle <90°) and no significant azimuthal gaps (>45°). We then synthetize the ASTF and corre-
sponding apparent τc(s) of the S phase at each station for both models. The colored circles in Figures S7c
and S7d present the apparent τc of the noise free synthetic ASTFs. The estimated Lc, τc, centroid velocity,
and directivity ratio for the two models using equations (6)–(10) are shown as the circles in Figure 9.
These resolved second moments are identical to the results computed using equations (2)–(5).
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A realistic estimated ASTF of the target earthquake is the deconvolution of the true ASTF of the target earth-
quake by the ASTF of the eGf. As the rupture duration of the eGf is significantly smaller than the target
earthquake, the ASTF of eGf can be approximated by a uniform STF (e.g., a parabolic pulse) in all directions.
To evaluate the effect of deconvolving realistic eGfs from the records, we deconvolve all the synthetic ASTFs
by a parabolic STF with a finite duration. By measuring the characteristic durations of the deconvolved
ASTFs and performing the second moment inversion, we estimate the finite source parameters shown in
Figure 9 with different durations of the STFs of the eGf. The characteristic rupture durations for both the
unilateral and bilateral rupture models are slightly underestimated, while the variations of the characteristic

rupture length Lc and width Wc are negligible when the characteristic duration of the eGf (τeGfc ) is smaller

than a third of the target event (τtarc ). The centroid rupture velocity is therefore slightly overestimated for
the unilateral rupture model. The directivity ratios for both models and the centroid rupture velocity of

the bilateral rupture model remain almost unchanged when τeGfc < 1
3 τ

tar
c . This indicates that the estimates

using the secondmoment method with a good station coverage are stable. In applications, an eGf can be con-
sider a point source when its rupture length and duration is significantly shorter (e.g., 5 times less) than the
target event. The rupture duration τc and seismic momentM0 generally follow to the first order the cube‐root

scaling law τceM1=3
0 (e.g., Kanamori & Anderson, 1975; Ekström & Engdahl, 1989; Houston, 2001).

Therefore, considering the moment magnitude scale, the rupture duration τc and the moment magnitude

Mw followτce101
2Mw (Hanks &Kanamori, 1979; Kanamori, 1977). The eGf then should be 1.4magnitude units

less than the event of interest.

The centroid directivities of all target events (Figure 10) are consistent with the independent results of
Kurzon et al. (2014) and Ross and Ben‐Zion (2016) based on ratios of ground motion and source spectra
in different directions. Most events in the central San Jacinto fault zone have directivities to the northwest,
while most events around Cajon Pass and San Gabriel Mountain have directivities to the southeast. The
observations imply that the ruptures tend to propagate in the direction of motion of slow sides of the imaged
velocity contrasts (e.g., Allam & Ben‐Zion, 2012; Zigone et al., 2015; Share & Ben‐Zion, 2018; Share, Allam,
et al., 2019). These results are generally consistent with expectations for dynamic rupture on a bimaterial
interface (e.g., Ampuero & Ben‐Zion, 2008; Andrews & Ben‐Zion, 1997; Ben‐Zion, 2001; Brietzke & Ben‐
Zion, 2006; Ranjith & Rice, 2001; Shlomai & Fineberg, 2016; Weertman, 1980). A few events show directiv-
ities in near‐normal direction to themajor fault. This is consistent with observed lineations of seismicity, sur-
face fault traces and velocity structures normal to the main faults (e.g., Ross et al., 2017; Share, Guo, et al.,
2019). Applying our method to other areas with large strike slip faults such as Turkey, Israel, New
Zealand, and Indonesia will further enlarge the data set of observations and help to test how bimaterial inter-
faces affect rupture directivities.

The stress drops and corresponding upper and lower bounds of the target events are estimated by the
approach developed by McGuire and Kaneko (2018). Table 3 and Figure 11 show that the results span a
range of 2–145 MPa. The lower bounds of the stress drop, corresponding to maximum rupture area, are
always well constrained. The upper bounds of a considerable number of events can exceed 104 MPa, indicat-
ing they are not well constrained. This asymmetry results from the difficulty in rejecting excessively small
rupture widths for some station geometries, typically relatively shallow events that lack multiple observa-
tions of upgoing phases. The stress drop estimates are also sensitive to focal depth, which affects the take‐
off angles connecting the source and stations. The rupture area estimates are well constrained if the events
have both up‐going and down‐going rays.

We assume that the crack model applies for stress drop estimates (equation (14)), as in the methods that use
corner frequency measurements (e.g., Brune, 1970; Madariaga, 1976). However, instead of assuming a circu-
lar crack we estimate both the major and minor axes of an elliptical rupture area (Lc and Wc,). Figure 11b
shows a correlation between the stress drop estimates and aspect ratio estimates Lc/Wc, as expected from
the term C(Lc,Wc, ν) in equation (14). However, the factor of ~5 variability around this trend indicates that
natural variability in the ratio of rupture length to moment remains important even after accounting for
aspect ratio. Figure 11d shows ratios of stress drop estimates of elliptical and circular cracks with the same
rupture length Lc but different rupture width Wc. The stress drops of the elliptical crack are significantly
higher when the aspect ratio is ≥3. This suggests that stress drops are likely to be systematically underesti-
mated by methods that assume a circular crack model (e.g., the corner frequency method) that only
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constrains one rupture dimension. Our results indicate that many events have aspect ratios in the 2–5 range.
If this holds in larger data sets, it would imply that many previous studies assuming circular cracks system-
atically underestimate stress drops by a factor of ~5–10.

In this paper, we have focused on developing a semiautomated technique for estimating a variety of different
source properties with little user involvement (Figure 2). The developed approach stably resolves the finite
source properties of small to moderate earthquakes and can be used to perform systematic analysis of large
data sets. Our results on the rupture directivity are consistent with expectations associated with ruptures on
bimaterial interfaces in southern California. The existence of statistically persistent earthquake directivities
on given fault sections is important for seismic hazard analysis in terms of estimating ground motion from
large earthquake on major faults. Applying our method to data sets with different tectonic settings, such as
in northern California, Japan, and southwest China, will allow testing further the generality of the obtained
results and examine if source properties vary between different regions.
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